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 nLearn the basics of using digital comicsnDownload your copynDownload the productnUse the productnQ & A Page 9 Flash Builder 5 n Version 5.0 of the Flash Professional IDE has been available since 2007 as Flash Builder 4, which was the first commercial version. The name Flash Builder was a lot more generic than it had originally been. Flash Builder 5 is a new product and a new series of beta
releases. It is the last product in the Flash Professional IDE series. There will not be a new product in this series. This chapter is for the Flash Builder 4 series of beta releases. That product is no longer available. We are moving to the Flash Builder 5 series of beta releases. The version of Flash Builder that will be released at the end of this beta series is the final version of the product, and there will be

no more beta releases. Flash Builder 5 is a completely new product. It is not based on the Flex 3 framework. However, there is much similarity between the two products. The reason for the similarity is that the two products were not built from scratch. They were developed from the same code base, the OpenFL Framework. The Flash Builder 4 series of beta releases was named Flex. The code base of
that series was called OpenFL and was forked from the Flex 3 code base. There was an OpenFL forum, mailing lists, and so on. Flash Builder 5 is based on the OpenFL Framework. There is one big difference between Flash Builder 4 and Flash Builder 5. That difference is that Flash Builder 5 is intended to be a standalone product. The product is not intended to be dependent on any of the other

products in the Flash Professional Suite. The Flash Builder 4 series of beta releases was based on the Flex 3 framework. Flash Builder 5 is based on the OpenFL Framework. The reason for this decision was that there was a lot of code that needed to be rewritten, and Flash Builder 5 is going to be the product for that rewrite. It is possible that there will be further Flash Builder 4 series of beta releases.
There was a significant amount of code that needed to be rewritten. However, there has not been any official word from anyone involved in that series about when a new release might be made. The following sections of 82157476af
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